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HOW IT ALL
BEGAN

Manoj Memorial Night Cricket
Tournament (MMNCT) is the biggest
day-night cricket tournament of SVNIT,
Surat. It is organized by the Bihar
Students Alumni Chapter with the
association of the Hostel Office, SVNIT. 

It began in 2006 in memory of the late
Shri Manoj Kumar, an electrical
engineering student of the institute who
unfortunately passed away due to
dengue fever. He was a cricket
aficionado and loved the game to his
death. 

Though we lost a braveheart, through
this event, we keep the passion and
spirit of fighting alive among us.
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The 17th edition of the tournament will
commence on October 25 and end with the
finale on October 29. 

The 21 teams will comprise of B.Tech., M.Sc.,
M.Tech., Ph.D. students, localite, mess staff, and
Faculty members.

The tournament features 15 men's and 6
women's teams competing against each other
to claim the ultimate title in their category.

4 Day-night long tournament with more than
25+ leagues matches.

Two exciting semi-finals of 14 overs.

FORMAT 

Most popular and the biggest sporting
extravaganza of SVNIT.

Only event with both faculties and students
participation.

Attracts more than 8k spectator on every match.

Entering it's 17th years of celebration.

In the fond memories of our beloved college  
colleague late Mr. Manoj Kumar.

ABOUT



BOY'S
MATCHES

2 teams of 15 players shortlisted from each year whose strength is
1200+. Matches are played among them for the trophy. 



BOYS'
MATCHES

This event becomes more eventful for final year students who
are about to graduate and play the tournament for the last time;
they want to take the trophy home and be a part of the history.



GIRLS'
MATCHES

MMNCT is an inclusive event and we see girls participating in
full-force. Teams are selected from every year for girls, and
they pit against each other for the trophy. 



FACULTY
MATCHES

Even our teachers take part in the event and give lessons to
the students even in the ground. They're the most
experienced players some even playing from first season
itself.



ENJOYMENT
PICS

Not only is cricket played, but people live the moments,
talking, gossiping, hooting, and screaming, which they
remember and cherish even 10 yrs down the line.



MMNCT
MASCOT

Every year, we have a different Mascot (a symbolic figure) to
represent that edition of MMNCT. Spectators love to have fun
with our Mascots and they engage in fun activities.
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OUR 

TITLE SPONSOR

CO-SPONSOR 

STALL PARTNER

T-SHIRT  PARTNER

GEAR PARTNER

ASSOCIATES 

&
We also welcome

Style Partner
Trivia Partner
Media Partner
Medical Partner

Umpire Sponsor
Fitness Partner
Cheer Partner
Multiplex Partner
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Contact Us
GLOWING THE LAMP OF HARMONY

RAVI RAJ
+91 8210337043

mmnct.info@gmail.com

RISHI SHARMA
+91 9162353578

AYUSHMAN
+91 6202561409

ANUPAM
+91 7463926104

mmnct.in
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